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This is Warhead.

Warhead is a richly featured cloud-based web design and 
development platform that gives graphic designers the ability 
to design, build and launch truly custom websites from scratch 
- including the fully scalable eCommerce and CMS applications 
demanded by today’s businesses – all without having to learn code.   

Warhead is not a template tool that boxes your students into pre-
designed themes created by others - In fact it’s quite the opposite.  
Warhead lets your students express their unique creativity and 
bring it to life - Yet it’s also a huge productivity booster because 
they no longer have to rely on a web developer or the lengthy time 
it takes to learn to code at a professional level.  With Warhead, 
building and launching even complex websites is as easy and 
familiar as working in Photoshop.

“We need technology in every classroom and in every student and 
teacher’s hand, because it is the pen and paper of our time, and it 
is the lens through which we experience much of our world.”

– David Warlick



Warhead on Campus.

Warhead on Campus provides Warhead’s entire advanced 
design and development platform absolutely free for classroom 
and student use.  There is no charge to your school, period.   And 
your students get free use of Warhead until they begin launching 
websites live – meaning they’ve successfully launched their careers 
as well.

Each instructor gets:

Every student gets:

Their own Warhead license they can carry with them into life 
after graduation.
Clean interface and easy-to-use tools freeing them to focus 
on learning to design, not code.
Easy access to instructors, and opportunities for live training.
A potential jump start on their careers.  (We anticipate some 
student work will go live as commercial endeavors, for a 
charge of just $15 per site/per month.)
A truly blank slate for developing skills and discovering talent.

A free classroom license.  Your Warhead account sets-up in 
just a few minutes.
An easy-to-use centralized program managing classroom 
assignments and other work, where progress is easily tracked 
and two-way communication is instantaneous.
Access to live training programs.
A truly blank slate for creation, and subsequent evaluation of 
work.



Set your students apart.

Warhead on Campus is designed to make your students more 
valuable and prepared as they enter the highly competitive 
workforce by equipping them with the advanced website building 
skills employers are looking for.  

There is no catch – we at Warhead love this industry and simply 
want to help students more easily bring their creativity to digital life 
so that they’re more employable when they leave your classroom. 

“Students are the future. Simple as that. We know by putting 
Warhead into their hands we are creating and even stronger and 
more beautiful internet now and into the forseeable future. This is 
the least we can do for the industry we love.”

- Brand Director Josh Simpson



Inquiries
giveback@warhead.com
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